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देवानांच ऋषीनांच गु ं कांचन सि भम् |
बुि भूतं ि लोकेशं तं नमािम बृह पितम् ||

ॐ  ल  ं बृह पतये नमः
 

I bow down to Lord Jupiter;
The Guru, the master of Devas and sages.

The one with high intelligence and golden complexion;
The lord who controls all three worlds.
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Name : Suresh Raina

Sex : Male

Date of Birth : 27 November, 1986 Thursday

Time of Birth (Hr.Min.Sec) : 12:00:00 AM Standard Time

Time Zone (Hrs.Mins) : 05:30 East of Greenwich

Place of Birth : Muradnagar

Longitude & La tude (Deg.Mins) : 78.46 East , 27.45 North

Ayanamsa : Chitra Paksha = 23 Deg. 40 Min. 20 Sec.

Birth Star -Star Pada (Quarter) : U tarapha lg uniU tarapha lg uni  -  3 -  3

Birth Rasi - Rasi Lord : KanyaKanya   --  B udha B udha

Lagna (Ascendant) - Lagna Lord : Simha - Surya

Thidhi (Lunar Day) : Dasami, Krishnapaksha

Sunrise (Hrs.Mins) : 06:45 AM Standard Time

Sunset (Hrs.Mins) : 05:20 PM

Dinamana (Hrs. Mins) : 10.35

Dinamana (Nazhika.Vinazhika) : 26.28

Local Mean Time (LMT) : Standard Time - 15 Min.

Astrological Day of Birth : Wednesday

Kalidina Sankhya : 1858295 

Dasa System : Vimsho ari, Years = 365.25 Days
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Star Lord : Surya

Ganam, Yoni, Animal : Manushya, Male, Camel

Bird, Tree : Crow, Ficus Venosa

Chandra Avastha : 8 / 12

Chandra Vela : 23 / 36

Chandra Kriya : 38 / 60

Dagda Rasi : Simha,Vrischika

Karanam : Bhadra(Vish )

Nithya Yoga : Preethi

Rasi of Sun - Star Posi on : Vrischika - Anuradha

Posi on of Angadityan : Feet

Zodiac sign (Western System) : Sagi arius

Yogi Point - Yogi Star : 108:49:17 - Ashlesha

Yogi Planet : Budha

Duplicate Yogi : Chandra

Avayogi Star - Planet : Chitra- Kuja

Atma Karaka (Soul)-Karakamsa : Budha - Mesha

Amatya Karaka (Intellect/Mind) : Guru

Lagna Aruda (Pada) / Thanu : Kumbha

Dhana Aruda (Pada) : Vrischika
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The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by
subtrac ng the ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calcula ng ayanamsa. The method selected here is : Chitra Paksha
= 23 Deg. 40 Min. 20 Sec.
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Nirayana Longitude of Planets

Planet Longitude Deg:Min:Sec Rasi Long. in Rasi
Deg:Min:Sec Star Pada

Lagnam 131:17:53 Simha 11:17:53 Makha 4

Chandra 154:57:25 Kanya 04:57:25 Utaraphalguni 3

Surya 220:31:51 Vrischika 10:31:51 Anuradha 3

Budha 200:59:46 Tula 20:59:46 Vishakha 1

Shukra 191:13:49 Tula 11:13:49 Swa 2

Kuja 306:46:30 Kumbha 06:46:30 Satabhisha 1

Guru 319:52:03 Kumbha 19:52:03 Satabhisha 4

Sani 227:35:51 Vrischika 17:35:51 Jyeshta 1

Rahu 354:41:13 Meena 24:41:13 Reva 3

Ketu 174:41:13 Kanya 24:41:13 Chitra 1

Maandi 196:55:59 Tula 16:55:59 Swa 4
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Ashtakavarga system is a predic ve method of Indian Astrology that uses a system of points
based upon planetary posi ons. Ashtakavarga means eigh old categoriza on. It depicts
eigh old strength of planets excluding the nodes of the Moon but including the ascendant. It is
worked out according to certain well-established rules for measuring the planetary strength.
The strength of each planet and the power and intensity of their influence depends upon the
loca on of other planets and the ascendant in rela on to it. Eight full points are assigned to
each planet. They can obtain strength varying from zero to 8 points which, plo ed on different
signs in a chart, determine the possibility of a transi ng planet in inducing auspicious or other
effects during its sojourn in a par cular sign.

Details of Dasa Periods 

( Years = 365.25 Days)

Dasa balance at birth = Surya 2 Years, 3 Months, 7 Days

Dasa Arambha Anthya

Sun 27-11-1986 04-03-1989

Moo 04-03-1989 05-03-1999

Mar 05-03-1999 05-03-2006

Rah 05-03-2006 04-03-2024

Jup 04-03-2024 04-03-2040

Sat 04-03-2040 05-03-2059

Mer 05-03-2059 04-03-2076

Ket 04-03-2076 08-03-2082

The bo om line in the chart does not indicate your longivity.

Ashtakavarga
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Sarva Ashtakavarga Table

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Total

MeshaMesha 5 1 2 3 1 3 2 17

VrishabhaVrishabha 4 4 4 2 4 5 3 26

MithunaMithuna 5 6 5 7 2 4 5 34

KarkataKarkata 4 6 5 4 3 4 4 30

S imhaS imha 4 4 5 5 6 6 4 34

KanyaKanya 4 5 6 5 4 4 4 32

TulaTula 3 3 5 6 1 3 1 22

VrischikaVrischika 3 5 4 4 4 6 4 30

D hanuD hanu 4 5 6 6 3 4 3 31

MakaraMakara 6 1 3 4 3 5 4 26

KumbhaKumbha 4 5 5 3 4 6 2 29

MeenaMeena 3 3 4 3 4 6 3 26

49 48 54 52 39 56 39 337

Sarva Ashtakavarga Chart
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The condi on of Jupiter in your birth chart is very important to analyze the result of Jupiter in
transit. If Jupiter, the great benefic is placed well in birth chart, it is a posi ve indica on for your
whole life. At the same me, in transit, the results can vary according to the rasi and the house
which it placed. Jupiter generally supports the person to be more spiritual and to take an
op mis c stand on every aspect of life.

In your birth chart, Jupiter is in seventh house.The seventh house is known as yuva  bhava or
Kalatra bhava and Jupiter is in this house. This house deals with a spouse, marriage,
agreements, contracts, luxuries, and open enemies. Jupiter is the planet of expansion, wisdom,
higher studies, spirituality and luck. Since Jupiter is the planet of expansion, you will have many
opportuni es to have more agreements and partnerships. This can show a tradi onal kind of
marriage. You may get interested in law. You may be a teacher or a preacher. You will be
interested in ge ng into large associa ons. You will have the crucial rela onship with siblings.
You may even work in media and communica ons. You are a person of self-efforts and like the
concept of having your own ventures.

In your birth chart, jupiter is in the sign of Aquarius ruled by Saturn. Aquarius deals with
friendships, elder siblings, collec ve projects, profits, charity, gains, wishes, children, and hopes.
This is a good placement for Jupiter as Jupiter always looks for the profits and gains. It will
magnify the gains you get. You may get interested in science because Aquarius is the sign of
deep thinking and scien fic reasoning. You will get interested in the technological know-how.
You will like large associa ons and have many friends. Their interests might be similar to that of
you. You may work for large groups and will work hard.

Analysis of Jupiter in your birth Chart
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Jupiter is the fi h planet in the solar system. It is not only the fi h planet , it is the largest planet
as well. It stays in a sign for one year. This will give more stability and opportunity to se le down
with the ma ers of that house which Jupiter sits. This is will be a con nua on process. If Jupiter
is in a par cular sign, one year the ma ers of that house will be the founda on for the next
house and you can foresee this and plan accordingly. Jupiter is the greatest benefic and
ul mate form of spirituality. Every transit will bring you to the awareness of the importance of
wisdom, spirituality and visions.

Transit forecast is based on the comparison of the present posi on of planets with those in the
birth-chart. The Jupiter have a great influence on your life. Some mes the effects may be
opposing, nullifying or reinforcing. The net effect is not indicated, but you should be able to get
an idea of the dynamics at work by studying the impact of each par cular transit aspect. Your
immediate future, therefore, is a blend of the following predic ons.

Jupiter is transi ng fi h house from your natal Moon.The fi h house in astrology stands for
children, youth groups, self-promo on, crea vity, hobbies, romance, higher educa on,
government, religious pursuits, past life deeds and specula ve businesses. The fi h house is
known as the poorva punya sthana. It is ninth from the ninth house according to the bhavat
bhavam concept. The ninth house is known as the Bhagya sthana or Dharma sthana. Jupiter is
the natural significator of the fi h house. This Jupiter transit will a ract so many good things in
the universe into your life. You can get many luxurious items at home. You will get involved in
some good work in the society and you will be more acknowledged. People will be ready to help
you wholeheartedly. Those in the authority will be ready to appreciate you. You will be happy
with children and youth groups. You will find happiness in religious and pious ac vi es. You may
get more valuable contacts. This house is also the house of intelligence. This will help you study
new subjects and excel in that. You will get an opportunity to mingle with government
authori es. This house is also the house of romance and crea vity. You may even get interested
in both. You will be more spiritual.

While predic ng jupiter transit, Astakavarga has an important role to play. The sum of
astakavarga points contributed by all planet in each rasi are called Sarvashtakavarga.

Jupiter is transi ng through Capricon.

In Sarva Astakavarga chart, you have less than 28 points in this sign.This indicates that you have
to be extra cau ous. You may have to plan well for the next one year. During the next transit,
you will see that you have improved a lot in life. This may mean that you have to be very
prac cal in decisions. As Jupiter is the planet of expansion and op mism. This op mism can
make you less aware about the reality. If you are taking any serious decision, then you should
take an expert advice.

Jupiter Transit Predic ons

Jupiter is fi h from Moon



Aspect is the technical term used in astrology . It means the influence of a planet on other
planets and houses. All the planets aspects the seventh house from their posi on. If any planet
is placed in the seventh house from any planet, then these planets are aspec ng each other.
Planets including Mars, Jupiter and Saturn aspect more houses than the seventh house. Jupiter
aspects the fi h, seventh and ninth houses. When Jupiter aspects any house from birth moon,
it will magnify the opportuni es in those houses with the Jupiterian quali es.

The ninth house deals with foreign travels, higher studies, spirituality, wri ng, publishing, and
philosophy. This aspect will brighten the possibili es of foreign travel, higher studies, and
wri ng. You will try exo c cuisines. You will get an opportunity to travel abroad. This is a good
opportunity to go for pilgrimages too. There can be some projects with wri ng or edi ng. You
will get interested in spiritual subjects. You will get more foreign contacts. This is a good me to
study mys cal sciences. This transit will be good for you.

This aspects will influence your eleventh house. This house is known as Labha sthana and it
deals with hopes, wishes, gains, friendships, collec ve projects, charity, and children. You will
get closer to children. This will be a good opportunity for future projects. You may join new
organiza ons. You will find some new friends also. This is a good me for charity. You will enjoy
friendships. More hopes and wishes will make you happy. This transit can give you more visions.

When Jupiter aspects the first house, it will magnify the ma ers allo ed to the first house. The
ma ers which come within the first house are self, personality, ambi ons, health and wellbeing.
You will see tremendous changes in your personality as Jupiter is the planet of expansion,
wisdom, spirituality and studies. You will put on weight. You may become very op mis c as well.
You will try to go for some higher studies. You will get interested in spiritual subjects as well. You
have to control your diet and be prac cal in taking decisions. When Jupiter aspects the first
house you can become over op mis c.

Jupiter is transi ng through sixth house from your birth lagna. This house is known as Arishta
Bhava. This house deals with enemies, debt, and struggles. This will be a good me to search for
a job. You will try to improve your health. You may have to face some struggling situa ons. It
may not be easy ini ally, but at the end, your enemies and the inimical situa ons will be in your
favor. You will be able to tackle your debts. You may adopt a pet. Please be careful with stray
animals. You will do more work.

Aspects of Jupiter

Jupiter aspects ninth house from your natal moon

Jupiter aspects eleventh house from your natal moon

Jupiter aspects first house from your natal moon

Jupiter is sixth from your birth Lagna



This Jupiter transit will be beneficial for you in many ways. You will spread your wings and
broaden your horizons. You will take many bold steps that resulted in good. You will start seeing
things in spiritual perspec ve. The next transit will bring you closer to the reali es of life. You
will feel that reali es are always like a learning session. You should learn from this and try to
apply these lessons into the next transit.

The en re zodiac wheel is a perfect circle of 360 degrees. It is divided into 12 signs and they are
30 degrees long. These 30 degrees are divided into 8 parts, and it is called Kakshya. These 8
por ons are supposed to be ruled by 7 planets and lagna. The division starts from the slowest
planet to the fastest. In this sequence Saturn comes first because it is the slowest among all
planets. Then comes Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, and Moon. A er that the kakhsya for
Lagna starts. Kakhsya concept is used mainly in transit to funnel down how the transit results
would be. Each planet will gain strength in each kakshya. The strength is calculated according to
the point transit planet gains in the Bhinnashtakavarga for each planet.

from : 20-Nov-2020  to : 09-Dec-2020

Jupiter is moving through the kakshya of Saturn and that will give you a great me as Jupiter is
ge ng enough strength in this kakshya. There will be progressive changes and that will help you
to be a happy man. Your produc vity will increase during this transit and that will increase your
confidence. There will be some opportuni es, but you should have ini al challenges in this
transit. Please don't take other cri cism nega vely. Work smart and take inputs from successful
people. Saturn indicates hard work and repe on, so you should prepare yourself. This is a
perfect me to learn spiritualism. Please keep a safe distance from your female teammates.

from : 06-Apr-2021  to : 28-Apr-2021
from : 15-Aug-2021  to : 14-Sep-2021

During this kakshya period, jupiter transits through Aquarius

This transit will make you a very happy man as Jupiter is strong. Jupiter is beneficially placed and
receiving a good strength in this kakshya. The universe will support you during this transit.
However, some delays can be possible due to the influence of Saturn. These delays will be
slowly diminishing as you move through the transporta on. This is a very good me to up skill
and that will make you a successful man. This is a perfect me to put a structure for your life.
You will find many projects to make money, and new business ideas will be coming up. The
youngsters in your family also will have a pleasant experience. However, you need to control
your diet too.

Jupiter transit through various
kakshya

Jupiter is transi ng through first kakshya



from : 09-Dec-2020  to : 27-Dec-2020

This transit can be complicated as Jupiter is not ge ng enough strength. So, you need to be
very careful. S ll, it is moving through own kakshya so that you can expect good results too. You
can expect mixed results during this transit. Finances and up skilling will be the prime area
during this transit. You will be going for some training sessions during this transit. Spiritual
subjects will help you to be happy and stable. You will be ge ng some opportuni es for long
travels as well. Pilgrimages and rituals are also possible. You must control your diet and sugar
intake as well.

from : 28-Apr-2021  to : 02-Jun-2021
from : 09-Jul-2021  to : 15-Aug-2021

During this kakshya period, jupiter transits through Aquarius

Jupiter is moving through its kakshya, and it is not receiving enough strength here. So, you can
face some obstacles during this transit, and so, you need to be very careful. However, Jupiter is
in your kakshya, so the challenges will be vanishing as you advance through the transit. Your
interest in science and technology will be increasing. This is also the me to interact with people
from foreign lands. During this transit, you will get opportuni es to make new friends and join
new teams. You should not be in a hurry as the transit is not so strong. Charity deeds and
teamwork will surely be coming up, and that will cheer you up. Your life will be moving a li le
slow, and that can make you an angry man. Occasional financial gains can also come up, but
expenses also will be there.

from : 27-Dec-2020  to : 12-Jan-2021

Jupiter is moving through the kakshya of Mars. Jupiter is not ge ng enough strength in this
kakshya. So, this transit can bring some complexi es regarding health, siblings, and immunity.
All these ma ers will be significant during this phase. Arguments are very much possible during
this transit. Don't be an aggressive man; otherwise, you will invite troubles. You may have new
beginnings, but it will not be possible to con nue with that. So, make such plans carefully.
During this transit, you can get minor physical issues too. It's always good to keep a low profile
during this phase. Otherwise, you will be ge ng into wrong deals.

Jupiter is transi ng through second kakshya

Jupiter is transi ng through third kakshya



from : 02-Jun-2021  to : 09-Jul-2021

During this kakshya period, jupiter transits through Aquarius

When Jupiter moves through the kakshya of Mars, you will have a lot of aggression. Jupiter is
not ge ng enough strength in this kakshya, so you have to control your emo ons.  Otherwise,
there will be arguments with your siblings as well as friends. You will have to be careful with
your health as Mars indicates your physical energy as well. There will be a lot of arguments with
your teammates, so you have to control your ac ons. Jupiter can make you very much over-
op mis c, and that will be the main weakness from your side. You must keep a safe distance
from teammates from the opposite gender as a grown-up man; otherwise, it can complicate
the things. There will be a lot of communica on with people from distant places. You will even
try to join new teams, and that will be not easy though. This is not an excellent transit for
star ng own ventures too.

from : 12-Jan-2021  to : 28-Jan-2021

Jupiter is happy to move through the kakshya of the Sun because it is ge ng enough strength.
This will be a good transit and that will help you to increase your self-esteem.This may be a
beneficial transit, and you will get good results. You will get enough comfort also during this

me. You can get enough inputs for your personal growth. This is also a me to use your
crea ve energies. You can get favors from rulers and government too. That will bring you to
progress in your life. The Sun indicates fatherly figures, and you will get enough me to learn
from them. They will guide you in the right way, so don't ignore their inputs.

from : 28-Jan-2021  to : 13-Feb-2021

Jupiter is moving through the kakshya of Venus. Since Jupiter is not ge ng enough strength,
the transit through the kakshya of Venus will be very complicated. Venus indicates the balance
in the rela onships so that it can go through some issues. So, you should not take any risk in
that. There will be a lot of harm to socializa on. Please don't expose your secrets to anyone
whom you meet. They will have hidden agendas. This is also not the right me to start new
contracts too. Start anything and everything a er analyzing with the help of experienced
people. There will be some concerns regarding beauty and health too. Venus indicates
reproduc ve organs too, so you will have to take care of these organs too. Financial expenses
can also be a part of this transit.

Jupiter is transi ng through fourth kakshya

Jupiter is transi ng through fi h kakshya



from : 13-Feb-2021  to : 01-Mar-2021

You are going to get some good days during this transit. Jupiter is moving through the kakshya
of Mercury, and that is very beneficial. Jupiter is ge ng enough strength in this kakshya.
Mercury signifies speech, communica on, technology, and analy cal capacity. There are
chances to get some projects from communica on-based domain. You will taste success in your
projects, and that will make you a very happy man. However, the workload can increase too.
Mercury indicates speech, and Jupiter indicates spirituality. This combina on will make you very
insigh ul. You will get more interest in arts and literature. The rela onship with siblings and
siblings like people will improve. There are chances to get new electronic gadgets.

from : 01-Mar-2021  to : 18-Mar-2021

The transit of Jupiter through the kakshya of Moon can be quiet sa sfying because Jupiter is
ge ng enough strength here. Moon is the mind, emo ons, motherly figures, comfort, peace,
and luxury. You will spend more me, money, and energy for the home. This is also the me to
decorate and renovate the house. Motherly figures in the family will have a lot of needs. You
will take up more responsibility at home, and that will make them happy. Family func ons may
make you closer to your rela ves. At home, you will think about reloca on, repairing, or fixing.
This is a great me to meet your friends and acquaintance at home. You will be a very happy
man looking at the family and the rela ves. However, there will be some concerns that include
finances too.

from : 18-Mar-2021  to : 06-Apr-2021
from : 14-Sep-2021  to : 20-Nov-2021

Jupiter's transit through the lagna can bring some challenges as Jupiter is not ge ng enough
strength in this kakshya. This transit can be complicated, so don't get into any arguments with
those in authority. You will be interested in hobbies and you will try to start new ventures with
that. This is a risky me, so don't take any risk. This is not the ideal me for specula ve
investments. There are challenges from romance, so take each step carefully. Please don't try to
make any huge changes in that rela onship. Please try to keep a balance with children and
youngsters in your family. Please don't impose your ideas on them. This is an excellent me to
study ancient scripture, and that should comfort you.

The current jupiter transit through Capricorn is from 20th Nov 2020 to

20th Nov 2021

Jupiter is transi ng through sixth kakshya

Jupiter is transi ng through seventh kakshya

Jupiter is transi ng through eighth kakshya
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END OF REPORT

Note:Note:
This report is based on the data provided by you and the best possible research support we
have received so far. We do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or the effect of
any decision that may be taken on the basis of this report.

W ith best wishes : W ith best wishes : 
Astro-V ision Futuretech P vt.Ltd.Astro-V ision Futuretech P vt.Ltd.
F irst F loor, W hite Tower, Kuthappadi Road, Thammanam P.O - 682032F irst F loor, W hite Tower, Kuthappadi Road, Thammanam P.O - 682032
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Why get a horoscope guide from Clickastro.com?
With:

more than 90 manuscripts referred to
feedback from over 1,000 astrologers
close to 3,00,000 hours in development and
over 3 decades of expert refinements

you are assured the most accurate calcula ons go into your horoscope always from
clickastro.com
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Phone: +91(India) 6366920680

E-mail: support@clickastro.com
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